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CONSTRUCTION OF HARMONIC

MAPS BETWEEN PSEUDOSPHERES

JEON, MYUNG JIN

1. Introduction

Since the pioneer work [3] of Eells and Sampson, people have become
to understand the harmonic maps between Riemannian manifolds. But
in spite of the significance in the mathematical physics (ref. [4]), little
is known about the harmonic maps between manifolds with indefinite
metrics (ref. [2]). This lack of the existence result is due to the difficulty
of the theory of hyperbolic partial differential equations.

We are interested in the existence of the harmonic maps between
pseudo-Riemannian space forms, say, pseudospheres and pseudohyper
bolic spaces. In view of the similarity between sphere and pseudo
sphere, we have tried to apply the method developed in the theory of
the harmonic maps between spheres.

There are two importent classes of harmonic maps between spheres
(ref. [1], [8]):

i) the harmonic maps obtained by Hopf construction;
ii) the harmonic maps homotopic to the join of two harmonic ho

mogeneous polynomial maps (equivariant harmonic maps).
As for the Hopf construction, J. J. Konderak [6] obtained the har

monic homogeneous polynomial maps between pseudospheres and pse
udohyperbolic spaces using the multiplication in some Clifford alge
bra. This harmonic map can easily be shown to be of constant energy
density.

In fact, if a map w: IR p,q -+ IR r,B consists of harmonic k-homogeneo
us polynomials and w(~(el)) C ~(e2),then the map
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is harmonic and e(4)) = !k(k + p + q - 2).

Let (M, g) and (N, h) be pseudo-Riemannian manifolds and let 4>: M
-+ N be a smooth map, then one can construct a bundle of I-forms on
M with values in the pull back bundle 4>-1T N:

T*M 0 4>-1TN.

This bundle is equipped with the connection V induced by the Levi
Civita connections on TM and TN, and the Hilbert-Schmidt product
<, >. Considering d4> as a section of the bundle T*M 04>-1TN -+ M,
the energy density e(4)) is defined by e(4)) = (1/2) < d4>,d4> > . The
tension field of 4> is defined by r( 4» = tr9 V d4>, and 4> is harmonic if
and only if r( 4» = o.

Denote lR m,n (m, n ~ 0) as the semi-Euclidean space with the met
ric

m. m+n

ds2 = - L dx; + L dX;.
i=1 j=m+1

For e E {-I, I} we define

~(e):= {x E lRp,q I (x,x) = e},

then I:(I) = Sp,q-1, the pselldosphere, and ~(-1) = HP-1,q, the pseu-
. .dohyperbolic space.· ... .. .

2. The structure of pseudosphere

There are several types of hyperbolic polar coordinates on pseu
dosphere and pseudohyperbolic space. For example, each point z E
Sp+1,q C lRP+1,q+1 can be written as z = (sinht. u, cosht· v), where
u E SP, v E sq. So Sp+1,q is isometric to

(SP x sq x [0,00), - sinh2 t· gl + cosh2 t· g2 - dt2) ,

where g1 and g2 are the standard metrics on SP and sq respectively
(cf. [9]). This is a natural decomposition because the pseudosphere
Sp+1,q is isometric to the warped product

(lRP+1
X sq, -h + (1 + h(x,x))g) ,
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where h is the Euclidean metric on IRP+1, 9 is the standard metric on
sq and x E IRp+1.

Similarly we can easily see that each point z E HP,q+1 C IRP+1,q+1
is expressed as follows:

z = (cosh t . u, sinh t . v), u E SP, v E sq
and so HP,q+1 is isometric to

(SP x sq x [0,(0), - cosh2 t . 91 + sinh2 t . 92 + dt2
) ,

where 91,92 are the standard metrics on SP, sq, respectively.
Note that the locus t = 0 is a focal variety homeomorphic to SP and

the equivariant manifold SP x sq x (0,00) is an open dense subset of
HP,q+1.

In the above coordinates, Sp+1,q and HP,q+1 are factored into spher
es and a ray. In the following we are aim to factor into pseudospheres
or pseudohyperbolic spaces, but things are not simple. In fact, pseu
dosphere consists of three parts, in each part there is an equivariant
manifold of different type.

We introduce an isometry f from an equivariant manifold into a
pseudosphere.

Let p, q, r, s be nonnegative integers and let

where 91,92 are the standard metrics on Sp+1,q, HT,S+l, respectively.
Define a map

by
f (x, y, t) = (cosh t . x, sinh t . y),

where x E Sp+l,q, Y E HT,s+l, t E [0,(0). Then

( f(x, y, t), f(x, y, t) ) = cosh2 t (x, x) + sinh2 t (y, y) = 1.

Hence f is well defined.
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LEMMA 2.1. f: (M, Y) -jo sp+r+2,q+s+l defined above is a one to
one isometric embedding.

Proof. It is easy to see that f is injective, and so we prove 9= f* 9
where 9 is the metric on sp+r+2,q+s+l.

Let (xo, Yo, t) E M and let ,: (-8,8) -jo sp,q (8) 0) be a curve such
that ,(0) = xo. Define r: (-8,8) -jo M by

res) = ({(s), Yo, to), sE (-8,8),

then
I (f 0 r)'(o) 12= cosh2 to' (,'(0), ,'CO)}.

Therefore, for any vector X E T M tangent to the submanifold sp,q x
{Yo} x {to} C M,

where X is considered as a tangent vector on sp,q in the right side.
Similar argument shows that for a vector YETM tangent to the

submanifold {xo} x Hr,s X {to} C M with to =J 0,

f*g(~ Y) = sinh2 to' 92(Y, Y).

Finally define a curve er: [0,00) -jo M by er(t) = (xo, Yo, t), then

I(f 0 er)'(t) 1
2

=1 (sinht· xo,cosht· Yo) 12
= -1.

Hence at (xo, Yo, to) E M

f*g =cosh2 to' 91 + sinh2 to' g2 - dt2. C

Note that if s+l =J 0, then f is not surjective. In fact, sp+r+2,q+s+l
consists of three parts.
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Consider projections:

For each z E sp+r+2,q+a+1 let x = 11"1 (z), y = 1I"2(Z), then we can
express z = (x,y) and (x,x) + (y,y) = 1.

Denote the light cones in lIV+1,q+I and lR r+1,8+1 by L}, L2, i.e.,

L 1 = { x E lRP+ 1,q+1 I ( ) 0 x.4 0 }x, x =, r ,

L 2 = { Y E lR r + 1,a+1 I ( ) 0 .4 0 }y, y = ,y r .

We define the three subsets of sp+r+2,q+a+I as follows:

i) M+ = { Z E sp+r+2,q+a+1 I (lI"l(Z),lI"l(Z») ~ 1 },

ii) Mo = { Z E sp+r+2,q+a+1 I 0:::; (lI"l(Z),lI"l(Z»):::; 1 },

iii) M_ = { Z E sp+r+2,q+8+1 I (lI"l(Z),lI"l(Z»):::; 0 }.

Then sp+r+2,q+a+1 = M+ U Mo U M_.
Now we will study the structure of the three subsets. Let A, J.L E lR

and A, J.L ~ O.

i) If (x, x) = A2 > 1 (A> 1), then (y, y) = l-(x, x) = _Jt2 < 0, (J.L >
0). Put u = (1/A)X, v = (1/J.L)y, then u E SP+I,q, v E Hr,a+1 and
A2

- J.L2 = 1. We can parametrize A, J.L by A= cosh t, Jt = sinh t, then

z = (cosht· u, sinht· v),

Define a subset M+ of M+ by

t E (0,00).

M+ ={(cosht. u,sinht· v) E M+ I u E Sp+1,q,

V E H r,s+l, t E [O,oo)}.

Then the same argument as in Lemma 2.1 shows that

M+ ~ (SP+1,q X H r,8+1 x [0,00), cosh2 t . 91 + sinh2 t· h2 - dt2) ,
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where '~' means 'isometric', 91 is the metric on Sp+l,q and h2 is
the metric on Hr,s+l. The locus (x,x) = 1, (y,y) = 0 (y i= 0) is
Sp+l,q X L2 • Thus M+ = M+ U (SP+1,q X L2 ).

Similarly we define

Mo = {(cost. u,sint· v) E Mo Iu E Sp+1,q,

V E sr+l,s t E [0 ~]}
, '2'

M _ = { (sinh t . u, cosh t . v) E M-I u E HP,qH,

v E sr+1,s,t E [O,oo)},

then by the same argument as in i), we get the following:

ii) Mo ~ (SPH,q X srH,s X [0, ~], cos2 t· 91 +sin2t·92 +dt2 ), where 92

is the metric on srH,s and Mo = Mo U (SP+1,q x L 2 ) U (L1 X sr+1,s),

iii) M_ ~ (HP,q+l X sr+l,s X [0,(0), sinh2 t . hI + cosh2 t . 92 - dt2),
where hI is the metric on HP,q+l and M_ = M_ U (L1 X sr+1,s).
Note that ,M+ n Mo ~ Sp+1,q and Mo n M_ ~ sr+1,s are the focal

varieties.
In summary, we have

THEOREM 2.2.

sp+r+2,q+s+1 = M+ U (SP+1,q x L2) U Mo U (L1 X srH,s) U M_,

where M+ n Mo = Sp+l,q X {O} and Mo n M_ = {O} X sr+1,s are
the focal varieties of the equivariant manifolds M+, Mo and M_.

By the same argument, we get the following useful proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Each z E sp+r+2,q can be written as

z=(cosht·u, sinht·v),

where u E Sp+l,q, v E Hr,O and t E [0,(0).
And so sp+r+2,q is isometric to

(Sp+l,q X sr X [0,(0), cosh2 t . 9 - sinh2 t . h - dt2),

where 9 is the metric on Sp+1,q and h is the metric on sr.
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REMARK. Similar result can be obtained by the same argument on
pseudohyperbolic space. This is natural because the pseudosphere and
the pseudohyperbolic space are anti-isometric.

3. Construction of harmonic maps between pseudospheres

There are several types of equivariant maps on pseudosphere and
pseudohyperbolic space. To construct equivariant maps, we need the
following lemma because the harmonic maps with constant energy den
sity that are known are mearly the maps between spheres and between
pseudospheres.(ref. [6], [8]) By the direct computation we can obtain
the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.1. Let J: E ---+ F be a harmonic map with constant en
ergy density. Define 'ljJ : E ---+ B x p, F by

'ljJ(x) = (p, J(x)),

where P E B is fixed. Then e( 'ljJ) is constant.
Furthennore, 'ljJ is harmonic if and only if dJ.l(p) = O.

REMARK. In fact 'ljJ is the composition of J: E ---+ F and the inclu
sion J: F ~ B x p, F defined by J(x) = (p, x). Generally the composition
of two harmonic maps is not harmonic. And this lemma asserts that if
dJ.l(p) = 0 (p E B) then 1= F ~ B x p. F and the composition J 0 J are
harmonic.

Using the fact that sr+l,8 is isometric to the warped product

where h, and h are the canonical Riemannian metric on IR r+l and Ss
respectively and y E lR r +1

, I y 1
2= h(y,y), we get

COROLLARY 3.2. Let J: SP ---+ 58 be a harmonic map with constant
energy density. Define 'ljJ:SP ---+ sr+l,s by 'ljJ(x) = (O,J(x)) for each
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x E SP. Then tf; is a harmonic map with constant energy density e(tf;) =
e(;f).

As in the case of Riemannian manifold, the equivariant manifolds
and equivariant maps can be defined in the analoguous way in the semi
Riemannian case. And the same reduction occurs for the harmonic map
equation of the equivariant map.(ref. [5])

With the aid of the above Corollary, we can construct an equivariant
map. Let e.p: SP1+1,ql -+ SP2+I,q2 and;f: sr1 -+ S82 be h~onichomo
geneous polynomial maps of degree k 1 , k2 • Then e.p and tf; are harmonic
maps with constant energy density:

Al ~ A2
e(e.p) = 2' e(tf;) = 2'

where Al = k1(k1 +PI +q1) and A2 = k2(k2 + r2 -1) (see [6] and [1]).
Define t/J: sr1 -+ sr2 +I,82 as in the Corollary then tf; is harmonic and
e(tf;) = A2/2.

Recall that

SPl+rl+2,Ql ~ (SPl +l,Ql X sr1 X [0,(0), cosh2 t . 9 - sinh2 t . h - dt2 ) ,

where 9 and h are the metrics on SPl + 1,Ql and sr1 , respectively, and
Mo C SP2+r 2+2 ,Q2+82+1 is isometric to·

(SP2+1,Q2 X sr2+1,82 X [0, i], cos2 t . 91 + sin2 t . 92 + dt2) ,

where 91 and 92 are the metrics on SP2+1,Q2 and sr2+1,82, respectively.

LEMMA 3.3. Define an equivariant map ~: SP1+rl+2,Ql -+ Mo by

~(cosht . u, sinht . v) = (cos a(t) . e.p(u), sin a(t) . tf;(v)),

where u E SPl +l,Ql, v E sri and t E [0,(0), then there exists a function
a: [0,(0) -+ [0, ~] such that ~ is harmonic.

Proof. By the reduction theorem (ref. [5]), the harmonicity equation
is reduced to

{
a/'et) + (m1 tanht + m2 coth t)a'(t)

- Co;~2t + si:h\t) sina(t)cosa(t) = 0

a(O) = 0,
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where ml = PI + ql + 1, m2 = r2'

By the change of variable eS = sinh t, the above equation becomes

(3"(s) + 1 HmI + l)e" + (m2 -l)(eS + e- B )}(3'(s)
eB + e-S

1 ).1 ).2.---( + -)sm(3(s)cos,8(s) = 0
eB+ e-s eB+ e-B eB

lim (3(s) = O.
8--+-<:X)

By the same argument as in [1], there exists a solution of the bound
ary value problem. Hence the equivariant map ~ is harmonic. c

REMARK. About the regularity of <1', similar arguments as in [1]
can be applied from the continuity of <1' and the structure of the forcal
variety. In fact we can see that <1' is smooth.

Now we will show that <1' defined in Lemma 3.3 is harmonic as a
map between pseudospheres.

LEMMA 3.4. Let S = sp+r+2,q+,,+1 and consider Mo C S defined
in Section 2. Tbe focal varieties of Mo,

Sp+l,q X {O} and {O} X sr+l.B,

are totally geodesic submanifolds in S.

Proof. Recall that every geodesic in 8 C lRp+r+2,q+s+2 is the inter
section of 8 and a plane IT through the origin of lRp+r+2,q+B+2 (ref.
[7]).

Given a geodesic 'Y in Sp+l,q C lRP+l,q+l, there is a plane IT C
lRP+ 1,q+l such that I is a parametrization of Sp+l,q n IT.

Regard IT as a plane in ntP+1,q+l x lR r +1,"+l, then we obtain

IT n (SP+l,q x {O})

=IT n (8 n (lRP+l,q+l x {O}»)

=(n n (nt P+1 ,q+l x {O}») n 8

=ITn8.
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Therefore a geodesic in Sp+l,q x {O} is a geodesic in Sand Sp+l,q x {O}
is a totally geodesic submanifold in S.

Similarly {O} X sr+l,s is also totally geodesic in S. [J

By the above lemmas, we can obtain a harmonic map between pseu
dospheres.

THEOREM 3.5. Let J: Mo C-.....+ $P2+r 2+2 ,q2+S 2+1 be the inclusion and

be the harmonic map obtained in Lemma 3.3. Then the composition

is harmonic.

EXAMPLE. There are several harmonic maps with constant energy
density between pseudospheres and between spheres. For example, if
we choose harmonic maps with constant energy density e.p: S2,1 -+ SI,1

(cf. [6]) and;J;: S3 -+ 82 (cf. [1]), then we get harmonic maps

for any r ~ 0, by the above Theorem.
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